
Brett Schrock recruits Convene Chairs and is a Chair himself. He is in the trenches for the very thing 
he is helping to develop. The following discussion guide is for those considering the calling as a 
Convene Chair. Print this off and take it to a spouse, a trusted advisor, a clarity committee, or some 
combination.

For Deeper Conversation

1. As you view the video, write down the C’s that Brett Schrock works through and rate where you 
are with each. Be prepared to discuss this and to think through what steps you are prepared to 
take to be even more ready to consider the calling of a Convene Chair.

2. Convene Chairs spend considerable time in intensive One2OneTM conversations with CEOs and 
owners.  What happens to you after such conversations?  More energy? An energy drain? How do 
you manage your time when you know you have a number of these stacked up back to back?

3. Convene Chairs also spend time honing their facilitative skills even as they plan and facilitate 
Forum Days – usually a full day of learning and peer-based advising?  Does this appeal to you? 
Why or why not?

4. How prepared are you to engage in additional training?  Especially coach training? Would you 
style yourself a life-long learner?

5. A Convene Chair’s rhythm is sometimes described as the hardest work ever; also the most-
rewarding.  Where are you on a one to ten scale of chasing a new adventure?  What would raise 
that number for you?

Connect with Brett:

Head to:
convenenow.com/brettschrock

Contact him directly:
brett.schrock@convenenow.com
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Going Deeper Still

The Purpose Driven Life
Rick Warren
https://amzn.to/3qIuIzi

Holy Ambition
Chip Ingram
https://bit.ly/3n4IjP5


